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When Dmitri, an eleven-year-old bird-watcher and math whiz, loses his mother to breast cancer, he is taken
in by Mrs. Martin, an elderly white woman. Unaccustomed to the company of kids his own age, D struggles
at school and feels like an outcast until a series of unexpected events changes the course of his life.

First, D is asked to tutor the school’s basketball star, Hakeem, who will get benched unless his grades
improve. Against the odds, the two boys soon realize they have something in common: they are both taunted
by kids at school, and they both have a crush on Nyla, a beautiful but fierce eighth-grade girl. Then Nyla
adopts D and invites him to join her entourage of “freaks.” Finally, D discovers an injured bird and brings it
home from the park.

D is stunned when the strange bird speaks to him and reveals that she is really a guiding spirit that has been
held hostage by ghost soldiers who died in Brooklyn at the start of the American Revolution. As Nuru’s
chosen host, D must carry her from Brooklyn to the African Burial Ground in lower Manhattan, but the ghost
soldiers won’t surrender their prize without a fight.

With the help of Hakeem and Nyla, D battles the Nether Beings who lurk underground, feeding off centuries
of rage and pain. But it takes an unexpected ally to help the trio reach the ship that will deliver the innocent
souls of the dead back to Nuru’s realm. An urban fantasy infused with contemporary issues and historical
facts, Ship of Souls by Zetta Elliott will keep teen readers gripped until the very end.
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From reader reviews:

Michele Stein:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the guide entitled Ship of Souls. Try to stumble through book Ship of Souls as your
buddy. It means that it can to get your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge with
this book.

Stacey Williams:

This book untitled Ship of Souls to be one of several books which best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book retail outlet or you can order it by means of online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more readily to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no
reason to your account to past this publication from your list.

Alexander Goodman:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, gonna beach, or
picnic within the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something
different to fill your personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book might be option to fill your no cost
time/ holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to
try out look for book, may be the reserve untitled Ship of Souls can be great book to read. May be it is
usually best activity to you.

Elda Baggett:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got pupils? We believe that that query was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. Therefore you
know that little person similar to reading or as studying become their hobby. You have to know that reading
is very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your own personal teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update regarding something by book. Different
categories of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them are these claims Ship of Souls.
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